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Abstract.     The paper describes an optimization of the statistical GMDH MULTI algorithm. The optimization raises 
accuracy of the algorithm and broadens its domain of applicability. The most significant accuracy increase is obtained 
when experimental data set is large enough and discrete attributes of researched objects have not a lot of possible 
values. The developed algorithm was tested on real data, together with other existing decision making approaches, in 
order to solve a problem of determining a product that an Internet customer is interested in. 
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1 Introduction 
 

World economic crisis forced businesses to become more efficient. Traditional methods of goods promotion like 
TV, radio, or outdoor advertising are giving way to Internet technologies that usually more cost-effective. Recently loss 
of customer was not critical, but now there is a struggle for each visitor. Precise identification of client’s preferences is 
a key factor for a successful sale [1], which currently is the question of survival for most of companies.  

The practical problem of forecasting internet clients’ preferences based on the data characterizing their personal 
computers is extremely pressing. Huge annual budgets of electronic commerce leaders (Google, Amazon, eBay, etc) 
continue to grow. However, there is still no commonly recognized optimal solution for the problem. 

An algorithm solving the problem was proposed in the publication [2]. Applying of GMDH MULTI [3, 4] for 
optimization of Bayesian classifier allowed dealing with a large number of Internet customers’ attributes that had to be 
taken into consideration. The aim of this paper is to present an optimization of the algorithm that decreases or 
eliminates, depending on the training set informational quality, negative impact caused by usage of conditional 
independence assumption. The optimization not only raises an accuracy of the algorithm, but also broadens its domain 
of applicability. 

 

 

2 Theoretical Part 
 
2.1 Mathematical problem 
 

Let K be a finite set of goods for sale and T be a -dimensional set of attribute vectors of Internet 
clients , where . There is  mapping every buyer to a purchased product. 

All goods in the set

m
Txxx m ∈),...,,( 21 }{ 1,0∈ix KTF →:

K  have the same cost. Attribute set consists of two disjoint subsets ELT ∪= , ∅=∩ EL . We 
shall referee to  as an experimental set and to L E  as an examining set. It is necessary to determine the goods 
purchased by the customers from the examining set, knowing goods bought by the clients from the experimental set so 
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that the number of mismatches would be minimal. In other words, it is necessary to construct a map  

given a map

KEFE →:

LL FF = , which is a narrowing of F  on  under the conditionL min)}()({ →≠∈ xFxFEx E .   

Example: 
Let a set of products consists of two elements }{ orsystemdoctantivirusK ,=  and the number of dimensions 

 of the attribute space T equals to four. m
The map  is specified by table I.  KTF →:

Tab.1. Example of map  KTF →:
Subset of  T  Attribute vector ELTx ∪=∈  F ( x ) 

L  (0,0,0,1) orsystemdoct  

L  (0,0,1,0) orsystemdoct  

L  (1,0,1,0) antivirus  

L  (1,1,0,0) antivirus  

L  (0,1,1,1) orsystemdoct  

L  (1,1,1,1) antivirus  

L  (1,0,1,0) antivirus  

E  (0,0,0,0) orsystemdoct  

E  (1,1,0,0) antivirus  

E  (1,0,0,1) antivirus  
 

It is necessary to determine a map  mapping customers with attributes vectors from the examining set KEFE →: E  

into the set of  purchased goods given the first seven rows of Table I LL FF =  so that the number of mismatches with 
real goods defined by the last three rows of Table I would be minimal.    

  

 

2.2 Modified statistical GMDH MULTI algorithm 
 

Let us consider the following models on the first stage 
 

mikxpy iKk
),'|(maxarg

'
=

∈
..1∈  

We denote lix hih
..1,

11

)1( ∈  – arguments of the best l  models that have the minimal values of external criterion. At 

the second stage instead of using the assumption of attributes conditional independence, models based on joint 
probability are constructed 

milikxxpy hiiKk h
..1,..1),'|,(maxarg

11

)1(

'
∈∈=

∈
 

At the next stage, we choose l  pairs of arguments  that models with the minimal external criterion were 

build upon. Then the next models are built 

),( )2()2(
21 hh ii xx

mililikxxxpy hhiiiKk hh
..1,..1,..1),'|,,(maxarg

2121

)2()2(

'
∈∈∈=

∈
 

The iterations are continued, until the external criterion starts to grow due to absence of experimental data for 
determining the joint probabilities.  
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Let us suppose that it happened on the 11 +q  stage. Then, on the stage  we have chosen l  models  1q

1
)()()(

'
..1,..1),'|,..,,(maxarg 1

1

1

2

1

1
qplhkxxxpy p

q
i

q
i

q
iKk qhhh

∈∈=
∈

 

Or in the more convenient notation 

1
)(

..1'
..1,..1),'|(maxarg 1

1

qplhkxpy p
q

iqpKk ph
∈∈=

∈∈
∧  

Thus, we constructed the first group of attributes with joint probability that characterizes preferences of the client. 
Now we are building the second group considering the els below  mod

)),'|()'|((maxarg )(

..1'
1

1

kxpkxpy i
q

iqpKk ph
⋅=

∈∈
∧  

milhp ..1,..1 ∈∈  

Again, the best  models are chosen and new m ls layer is constructed with help of their arguments l ode

)),'|,()'|((maxarg )1()1(

..1'
1

1

1

1

kxxpkxpy i
q

h
q

iqpKk ph

++

∈∈
⋅= ∧  

milhp ..1,..1 ∈∈  

The procedure described above is continued, until the external criterion rises, because of inability to correctly define 
the joint probabilities of the second attributes group. Let us assume that it happened on the  stage. Then, on the 

 stage the best l  models were chosen 

12 +q

2q

)),'|()'|((maxarg )(

..1

)(

..1'
2

21

2

2

kxpkxpy q
iqqg

q
iqpKk ghph +∈∈∈

∧∧ ⋅=  

211 ..1,..1,..1,..1 qqgqplhlh gp +∈∈∈∈  

The algorithm continues the work by analogy, until adding new group of attributes with joint probability doesn’t 
lead to improvement of the external criterion. The final model will be as follows  

,)'|(maxarg
0

)(

..1' 1
∏
= +∈∈ +

∧=
n

j

q
iqqpKk

kxpy n

jph
jjj

 

where , n  - is the number of attribute groups with joint probability. 00 =q

Thus, constructed solution is based not on separate conditionally independent attributes, but on attribute groups 
found with the external criterion. That in turn leads to accuracy increase and broadening domain of algorithm 
applicability. It worth noticing that in case of using small set of experimental data that is not suitable for correct 
estimation of joint probability even for two attributes, the solution will coincide with naive Bayesian classifier 
optimized by algorithm GMDH MULTI 

rjkxpy
r

j
jKk

..1,)'|(maxarg
0'

∈= ∏
=

∈
 

In case of large and informative experimental data set the obtained solution may not to use conditional independence 
at all and look as follows 
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mrkxpy jrjKk
..1),'|(maxarg

..1'
∈=
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∧  

 
Developed algorithm will show the most significant accuracy increase on the comparatively large experimental data 

sets with attributes having few possible values. Because if we denote number of possible attribute values as , then 
quantity of attribute vectors required for correct estimation of  - dimensional joint probability has power dependence 

n
m

mnconst ⋅  
2.3 Results 
 

To solve practical problem stated in the paper we used the following algorithms: the Bayesian classifier [5], the 
GMDH algorithm MULTI with a linear reference function [3, 4], the iterative multilayered GMDH algorithm with a 
linear, covariance [6-8], and the Bayesian reference functions [9]. Also, for the first time we used modified statistical 
GMDH MULTI algorithm. All algorithms mentioned above were tested on three samples of buyers with different 
number of selling products. Sample I contained the attributes of Internet-clients who purchased one of two goods 

,  sample II was composed of the customers’ attributes who bought three goods 
, and sample III contained the characteristics of buyers who purchased 

four goods . The experimental sets for every product 
consisted of 400 customers’ attributes and the examining parts were composed of 100 buyers’ attribute vectors. In each 
test every buyer had 1281 attributes. The comparative tables of accuracy reached in recognition of the buyer preferences 
in each experiment are shown below 

},{ orsystemdoctantivirus
},,{ erdrivecleanorsystemdoctantivirus

},,,{ errorsafeerdrivecleanorsystemdoctantivirus

Tab.2. Results 
Sample Number of 

products  
Algorithm Accuracy, % 

I 2 Bayesian classifier 72  
I 2 GMDH algorithm MULTI with a linear reference function 86  
I 2 Iterative multilayered GMDH algorithm with a linear 

reference function 
83  

I 2 Iterative multilayered GMDH algorithm with a covariance 
reference function 

83  
I 2 Iterative multilayered GMDH algorithm with a Bayesian 

reference function 
84  

I 2 Bayesian classifier optimized by GMDH MULTI 87  
I 2 Modified statistical GMDH MULTI 91  
II 3 Bayesian classifier 66  
II 3 GMDH algorithm MULTI with a linear reference function 67  
II 3 Iterative multilayered GMDH algorithm with a linear 

reference function 
65  

II 3 Iterative multilayered GMDH algorithm with a covariance 
reference function 

68  
II 3 Iterative multilayered GMDH algorithm with a Bayesian 

reference function 
74  

II 3 Bayesian classifier optimized by GMDH MULTI 76  
II 3 Modified statistical GMDH MULTI 78  
III 4 Bayesian classifier 45  
III 4 GMDH algorithm MULTI with a linear reference function 44  
III 4 Iterative multilayered GMDH algorithm with a linear 

reference function 
45  

III 4 Iterative multilayered GMDH algorithm with a covariance 
reference function 

45  
III 4 Iterative multilayered GMDH algorithm with a Bayesian 

reference function 
52  

III 4 Bayesian classifier optimized by GMDH MULTI 56  
III 4 Modified statistical GMDH MULTI 60  
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3 Conclusion 
 

The novelty of the paper consists of modifying the statistical GMDH MULTI algorithm. Using groups of attributes 
for joint probability calculation allowed not only increasing the accuracy of the algorithm, but also broadening its 
domain of applicability. The groups of characteristics are determined by external criterion without any subjective 
interaction from the researcher, which is aligned with the main principle of GMDH. Presented algorithm will show the 
most significant precision increase on the comparatively large experimental data sets with attributes having few possible 
values. 

The developed algorithm was compared to the existing ones on the real data for solving the problem of the Internet 
client preferences forecasting. The following algorithms were tested: Bayesian classifier, GMDH algorithm MULTI 
with the linear reference function, iterative multilayered GMDH algorithm with linear, covariance, and Bayesian 
reference functions [9]. Also, for the first time we used modified statistical GMDH MULTI algorithm. 

The results of the practical experiments have shown that proposed modification of the statistical algorithm GMDH 
MULTI increased the precision from 15% to 19%. 
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